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Introducing FlexMove Flexible, Plastic Chain Conveyor SystemSuper Flexibility & Highly Cost Effective Conveyor System Solutions with Unlimited
Industry Applications.

BURLINGTON, Ontario, Canada (October 2006)
Kraken Automation Inc. is pleased to announce the new intelligent product conveying transportation system called
FlexMove which is designed to provide competitive, cost effective, super “flexible”, plastic chain conveying solutions for
a wide range of industry applications such as filling, packaging, machining and assembly. The name FlexMove consists
of two elements- “flexible” and “move”, together symbolizing super flexibility in movement for intelligent integrated
product transportation. With its extreme flexibility customers can expect a wide range of layout capability and design
simplicity. Further, can be easily interconnected using hand tools, allowing for faster system installation, reliable
operation and a cost effective system that is flexible enough to adapt for future production refinements or expansion.
This new conveyor offering enhances Kraken’s ability to provide a comprehensive line of single source packaging
solutions from under one roof for its customers. For example, the FlexMove family of conveyor is provided in a more
comprehensive range than some competitors. Customers can expect 35 mm (1.38”), 63 mm (2.48”), 83 mm (3.27”) and
103 mm (4.06”) as well as 125 mm (4.92”) to 1000 mm (39.37”) conveyor widths along with conveyor speeds from 3
m/min (10 ft/min) to 50 m/min, (165 ft/min). Further, customers can also expect and benefit not only from a
comprehensive range of conveyor hardware solutions but engineering services support as well as complete system
integration, controls and turnkey project management expertise. With FlexMove technology customers can count on
conveyor system solutions that are industry and field proven globally. So, no need to reinvent the wheel when
customers simply inherit technology that other companies like themselves have applied with tremendous success.
Whatever the need small or large, Kraken Automation will provide solutions that speak specifically to your business
issues and hence your production requirements.
The FlexMove comprehensive range of standard and modular components is manufactured with the latest technological
advancements in aluminum extrusion and casting, precision fabrication, injection molding and metal forming methods.
The result is a comprehensive range of high quality components within precise manufacturing tolerances. With this
customers can depend on a full line of quality stocking spare and replacement parts inventory to cater to a wide variety
of industry needs and applications such as: Food and Beverage, Dairy, Automotive and Machined Parts, Electronics
and Electrical, Paper Converting and Packaging industry, to Personal Care, Medical and Pharmaceutical.
Kraken Automation Inc. has provided since 1988, innovative, quality automation equipment and integration services to
increase packaging and processing line performance and efficiency. We design, engineer, manufacture market and sell
packaging/process machinery and fully automated systems for domestic and international industries.
For more information…
Visit our website at: www.krakenautomation.com
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